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OXFORD COLLEGE 
SUMMER SCHOOL

Oxford is home to world-famous University colleges 
and some of the greatest minds the world has  
ever seen. Scholars, scientists, poets, philosophers, 
business heads and world leaders have all  
studied in this city and we invite you to follow  
in their footsteps. 

Oxford College Summer School’s academic courses 
offer a rich and dynamic programme where cultures, 
ideas, experiences, fun and study combine to form  
a stepping stone for future academic and professional 
success. 

Our schools and colleges provide a truly international 
and cosmopolitan academic and social environment. 
In 2017, we welcomed over 1,000 young learners 
from over 100 different countries to our five  
UK-based centres. 

This prospectus will give you details about student life 
at Oxford College Summer School. We look forward 
to welcoming you in 2018!

The SBC Team
Summer Boarding Courses

Oxford College Summer School

“The quality of teachers, staff, academic 
programme and social environment combined 
with an opportunity to be independent made 
these two weeks a fantastic experience for 

our teenage daughter!”

Anjali, Parent, India
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME
St Hugh’s and Wycliffe Hall 

Oxford College Summer School is an unforgettable 
experience which prepares students for their 
future university studies. The programme has been 
developed specifically for students aged 15 to 17 and 
combines a comprehensive academic curriculum with 
an engaging social programme, all within the inspiring 
setting of prestigious Oxford University colleges.

There are a variety of academic courses available 
that cater for a wide range of interests (pages 8-17). 
Additionally, all students at Oxford College will benefit 
from our Academic Highlights programme during their 
stay, which includes:

• University Preparation

• Time to Shine presentation

• London Academic Excursion

Further details on our Academic Highlights Programme 
can be found on pages 18-23. Please note that there 
will be a short online English language test that 
students must complete before arriving at the college.

Oxford College also offers a fantastic range of social 
and wellbeing events in the afternoon and evenings, 
ensuring that there is something for everyone 
throughout the day. In addition, students will go on 
2 full day excursions per week, to visit some of the 
greatest cultural and historic cities near Oxford. Each 
stay then finishes with our graduation event, which 
provides students with a wonderful formal dining 
experience, certificate ceremony and graduation 
party, to conclude their memorable stay. 

From the moment of booking, our staff will be on hand 
to support you until the end of your stay. Whether 
you have any questions before you arrive, or would 
like to speak to one of our staff members during the 
course, we have a dedicated staff team available to 
help and advise you.

Oxford College Summer School is operated by 
Summer Boarding Courses Ltd who will handle all 
payments and enquiries. Summer Boarding Courses 
Ltd is an organisation which contracts with St Hugh’s 
and Wycliffe Hall for the use of the facilities, but has 
no formal connection with the University of Oxford.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMME
Pages 7 - 23

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
Pages 24 - 27

COLLEGE EXCURSIONS
Pages 28 - 31

FORMAL GRADUATION
Pages 32 - 33

SUPPORTING YOU
Page 36 - 37
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SAMPLE TIMETABLE 
St Hugh’s and Wycliffe Hall
Please see below a sample timetable of the programme at Oxford College Summer School which will help 
you understand what your child will be doing while staying with us.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

10.30 - Break

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

16.30  
Freshers Fair

15.30  
Elective

20.00 
Welcome  

Talk

20.00 
Oxford 

Orientation

20.00 
Shakespeare  
or Punting

20.00 
Social Wellbeing 

Programme

20.00 
Casino  
Night

20.00 
University 
Challenge

20.00 
Disco

Week One

Arrival Day 
or Full Day
Excursion

9.00
Social Wellbing

Programme
10.30 - Break

12.30 - Lunch 12.30 - Lunch

13.30  
Elective

15.00 - Break

13.30  
University 

Preparation

Cultural 
Excursion 13.30  

Oxford 
Afternoon

13.30  
Social  

Wellbeing 
Programme

17.00 Free Time

18.30 Dinner 18.30 Dinner

17.00  
Free Time

17.00  
Free Time

16.30  
Free Time

13.30  
University 

Preparation

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

9.00 
Elective

10.30 - Break

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

11.00 
Elective

15.30  
Elective

20.00 
Film Night

20.00 
College  
Varsity

20.00 
Shakespeare  
Or Punting

20.00 
International  
Night Prep

20.00 
International  

Night

Week Two

London  
Academic
Excursion

9.00
Social Wellbing

Programme
10.30 - Break

12.30 - Lunch 12.30 - Lunch

13.30  
Elective

15.00 Break

13.30  
University 

Preparation

London 
Excursion

&
West End

Show

13.30  
Oxford 

Afternoon

13.30  
Social  

Wellbeing 
Programme

17.00 Free Time

18.30 Dinner 18.30 Dinner

17.00  
Free Time

17.00  
Free Time

16.30  
Free Time

13.30  
University 

Preparation

16.30  
Free Time

18.30  
Formal Dinner

& 
Graduation  

Party
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ACADEMIC COURSES 
St Hugh’s and Wycliffe Hall

Students at Oxford College Summer School receive 22 hours of academic development each week. This 
consists of 15 hours of subject specific tuition through our Elective Courses, and a further 7 hours of 
Academic Highlights. Classes are multinational, with a maximum class size of 15 students. 

All Oxford College students will receive 7 additional hours of study per week as part of our Academic Highlights 
programme. This is designed to complement the courses on offer and give students the opportunity to expand 
their learning environment to outside of the classroom. This includes University Preparation seminars, workshops 
during our Academic Excursion and our Time to Shine event.

At a Glance

To help you choose the most suitable courses, we have included an At a Glance section for each course. 
Please find the description for each icon below: 

Length of
Course

Language Level
Required

Key Skills
Developed

Suitable for Future 
Study or Career

Academic Highlights

University Preparation 
pages 18- 19

Time to Shine 
pages 20-21

London Academic Excursion  
pages 22 -23
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“My son came back 
enthusiastic, mature, and 

eager to perform in school in 
order to be accepted at a good 

university later on!”

Elisabetta, Parent, Italy

Elective Courses - All students choose an Elective course (15 hours subject specific tuition per week)

General English 
Page 8

Politics & 
Economics 

Page 9

Law 
Page 10

Medicine 
Page 11

Business & 
Leadership 

Page 12

International 
Relations 

Page 13

Philosophy
Page 14

English Literature & 
Creative Writing 

Page 15

History of Art 
Page 16

Natural Sciences 
Page 17
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GENERAL ENGLISH
St Hugh’s

Why Choose General English?
General English has been designed for students 
who wish to improve their English both generally 
and for academic purposes. We use an interactive 
and collaborative methodology in our lessons 
so that our students can improve their ability to 
effectively communicate and participate in lectures 
and tutorials. Furthermore, our focus on 21st 
century skills helps students to develop their ability 
to research and critically analyse academic topics. 

Improving Language Skills
The ability to use appropriate vocabulary and 
grammar is central to successful academic and 
professional performance. General English focuses 
on building both general and academic English 
language skills, and improves students’ ability to 
use English in a variety of academic, real-life and 
practical situations. 

21st Century Skills
Successfully using English is not only a question of 
choosing the appropriate register, vocabulary and 
grammar. Critical thinking plays an important role 
too, as it allows students to construct arguments 
and critique the arguments of others. Students will 
also be shown effective research skills, practicing 
how to analyse sources, examine arguments and 
decide which information is relevant, usable and 
justifiable. 

Time to Shine
Today, giving great presentations is a vital skill 
for achieving academic and professional success. 
General English reflects this by having the art of 
giving presentations at the heart of its Time to 
Shine programme. By learning how to develop 
and deliver their presentations in a supportive 
and collaborative environment, our students will 
discover in themselves a new confidence in using 
English in public situations.

Why Choose Politics & Economics?
Politics & Economics has been designed for the 
political leaders of tomorrow. In this course, students 
will develop their understanding of the political and 
economic foundations of contemporary world. As 
well as broadening their knowledge of key political 
and economic concepts, students will also improve 
their understanding of international geopolitical 
trends. 

Developing Political Knowledge
During the course students will look at key 
concepts in the process of governance and analyse 
how they impact on society. In addition, students 
will discover how governments and governmental 
policies are maintained or changed, while furthering 
their ability to evaluate the ideologies and values at 
the centre of different political systems. 

Developing Economic Knowledge
Economic considerations are at the heart of nearly 
all policy making, in all governments, worldwide. In 
Politics & Economics, students will discover how 
economics shapes political thinking and ideologies, 
both nationally and internationally. Students will 
focus on how resources and consumers shape 
domestic and foreign policy. 

Time to Shine
As the art of delivering effective presentations is 
essential to any successful political career, our 
Politics & Economics course is designed to develop 
students’ presentation skills. For this course’s 
Time to Shine project, students will run a political 
campaign at the college, complete with speeches 
and an election. 

At a Glance

  
Two or four weeks.

English Language, 
Critical Thinking  
& Presentations.

Intermediate  
and above. 

Any English Language 
Teaching Universities 
or Careers.

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Critical Thinking, 
Debating & 
Presentations.

Intermediate  
and above.

Politics, Philosophy, 
Economics, 
International Relations, 
Finance.

PO
LITICS &

 ECO
N

O
M

ICS

POLITICS & ECONOMICS
St Hugh’s
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LAW LAW
Wycliffe Hall

M
ED
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E

MEDICINE
Wycliffe Hall

Why Choose Law?
Our Law course is perfect for students wishing to 
pursue law as a career or at university, and provides 
an in-depth introduction to the legal world. In this 
course, students will develop their knowledge 
and understanding of key legal concepts, as well 
as improve their ability to develop and use legal 
argumentation. 

Understanding How Law Works
Students will broaden their understanding of 
core concepts in the theory and practice of law. 
In addition, students will have the opportunity to 
discover how law and lawyers function in the fields 
of criminal, familial, tort and contract law, as well as 
how solicitors, barristers and judges operate within 
these areas. 

Constructing Arguments
The ability to develop and use argumentation is 
integral to successful legal practice. Students will 
learn how argument is best constructed and applied 
in both theoretical and practical case studies, in 
which they are given the opportunity to practise 
and simulate the real duties and responsibilities of 
a lawyer. 

Time to Shine
In order to succeed as a lawyer, it is vital that 
students master the art of presenting their cases. 
The development of public speaking skills is the 
central focus of our Law Time to Shine programme. 
Throughout the course, students will participate in 
an assignment in which they will develop a case for 
the defence, or prosecution, in a mock legal trial. 
This project will culminate in a full simulation of 
a legal trial, including judges, lawyers, barristers, 
prosecutors and defendants. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Analysis, Debating, 
Critical Reasoning, 
Presentations.

Intermediate  
and above.

Law, Human 
Resources, Politics.

Why Choose Medicine?
Medicine has been designed to be a comprehensive, 
interactive course for the doctors of tomorrow. 
During this course, students will develop their 
knowledge and understanding of the world 
of medicine, through the study of theory and 
practical skills involved in being a doctor. As well 
as receiving a certificate and report at the end  
of their stay, our Medicine students will leave  
with a First Aid qualification. 

Medical Response to Patient Symptoms      
Throughout the course students will run through 
hypothetical and practical situations, to develop 
their ability to identify symptoms, analyse findings 
and diagnose their patients. Our Medicine students 
will carry out tests, draw conclusions and present 
their findings to their fellow consultants. 

Critical Response to Key Medical Issues 
It is of great importance for our Medicine students 
to consider the role of medical professionals within 
a wider, ethical context. Throughout the course 
students will look at topical issues involving public 
health and medical ethics and will develop key skills 
in presenting their own ideas and forming clear, 
cogent arguments. This should enable students 
to feel well equipped to deal with ethical medical 
questions, both in a university and professional 
setting.

Time to Shine
Our Medicine students will develop their 
understanding of human biology and contemporary 
medical issues in a variety of practical ways, as part 
of our Time to Shine programme. Students will 
participate in research and presentation tasks, and 
will learn how to deal with a variety of medical issues 
during First Aid training, receiving an internationally 
recognised certificate upon completion.  

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Problem Solving, 
Communication, 
Management, 
Research, Teamwork.

Intermediate  
and above.

Medicine, Dentistry, 
Human Biology,  
Sports Science.
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BUSINESS & LEADERSHIP
St Hugh’s

Why Choose Business & Leadership?
Business & Leadership has been designed for the 
entrepreneurs and industry leaders of the future. 
The course focuses on Business Skills, Business 
Knowledge and Leadership. Throughout the course, 
students will participate in assignments which 
develop their understanding of how businesses 
work in practice. 

Improving Business Knowledge
Students will develop their understanding of 
important business concepts relating to starting 
up a new company, from budgeting and finance, 
to marketing, sustainability and growth. Through 
the study of real-life business models, students 
will also develop their awareness of different types 
of businesses, and learn what makes a company 
successful. 

The Art of Leadership 
Throughout the course students will develop key 
leadership skills such as negotiating strategies, 
interpersonal communication and presentation 
skills. The environment students learn in will also 
enable them to develop the communication and 
collaboration skills which are important in any 
business.

Time to Shine
To succeed in the field of business it is essential to 
develop effective presentation skills. During the 
course, students will participate in a Time to Shine 
project in which they will develop the idea and 
business plan for a new start-up company. Students 
will give a sales pitch presentation about their start-
up company to a panel, who will give feedback and 
guidance to students to assist them in their future 
studies. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Finance, Teamwork, 
Presentation, 
Leadership, 
Entrepreneurship. 

Intermediate  
and above.

Accounting; Finance, 
Business, Marketing, 
Management.

Why Choose International Relations?
International Relations challenges students to think 
about key global issues that shape today’s world. In 
this course, students will participate in assignments 
and projects which will develop their understanding 
of modern geopolitics, as well as enhancing key 
skills in presentation, negotiation and diplomacy. 

Knowledge of Key Political Theories
Students will develop their understanding of key 
issues that influence politics in the modern world. 
By analysing real political models, students will 
learn about divisive contemporary issues which 
inform modern politics, as well as the way in which 
nations interact on a global level. Through the use 
of case studies, students are also encouraged to 
develop key research and debating skills. 

Negotiation & Diplomacy 
Students are taught vital skills needed in 
successful political interactions and transactions, 
such as negotiating strategies, interpersonal 
communication, teamwork, and presentation skills. 
Our lessons place an emphasis on communication, 
so that students activate what they have studied 
through practical assignments and projects. 

Time to Shine
The theme of conflict resolution is central to our 
International Relations Time to Shine project. 
During the course, students will develop their 
negotiating and communication skills, their critical 
thinking skills, and their diplomacy skills, so as to 
take part in a Model United Nations congress, 
presented in front of an audience.

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Debating, Negotiation, 
Diplomacy,  
Critical Thinking. 

Intermediate  
and above.

International Relations, 
Politics, Law.
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PHILOSOPHY
Wycliffe Hall

ENGLISH LITERATURE  
& CREATIVE WRITING
St Hugh’s

Why Choose Philosophy?
Our Philosophy course includes the study of 
current and historical schools of thought, important 
thinkers in the history of philosophy, and examines 
questions on philosophical dilemmas such as the 
fundamental nature of reality, the limits of our 
knowledge, and how we make moral judgements. 
Through this, students can develop their knowledge 
of key philosophical concepts, as well as key critical 
thinking, analytical and reasoning skills. 

Free Enquiry: What is Philosophy?
Students will develop their understanding of core 
concepts in the history of philosophy. The course 
examines the essence of knowledge and reality, 
ethics, the nature of the mind, the philosophy of 
logic and language, as well as placing individual 
attention on giants of philosophical enquiry, such 
as Kant and Hegel. 

How Philosophy Can Be Applied Today
Philosophy requires the exercise of highly developed 
analytical skills, and the ability to articulate 
thoughts and reasoning clearly. Throughout the 
course, students will discover how the philosophy 
studied can be used, where possible, in practical 
applications through case studies, thought 
experiments, political reflections and debates. 

Time to Shine
A vital skill required for the study of philosophy 
is the ability to present concise and well-formed 
arguments. This is a central focus in our Philosophy 
course and throughout the Time to Shine project, 
students will research and critically evaluate 
a philosophical and/or ethical subject, before 
presenting it to an audience during a philosophical 
talk at the end of the course. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Critical Thinking, 
Problem Solving, 
Presentations.

Intermediate  
and above.

Philosophy, Academia, 
Politics, Law.

Why Choose English Literature 
& Creative Writing?
English Literature & Creative Writing is the perfect 
course for students who love reading and aspire 
to be a writer in the future. Our communicative 
lessons show students how to write creatively, 
by analysing major works of literature to 
better understand character development,  
plot, setting, dialogue and language style.

Improving Literary Knowledge
Students will encounter a diverse range of literary 
works, including classic and contemporary works 
of fiction, short stories, poetry and Shakespeare. 
Through the analysis of different literary examples, 
students can better identify a variety of literary 
styles and techniques, as well as improve their 
ability to form critical response to texts, in class 
discussions and in their writing.

The Art of Writing Creatively 
Throughout the course, students will explore 
various methods authors use to write memorable 
works of fiction. Students will consider what makes 
a character believable, what makes a setting realistic, 
how plots are developed and how language style 
makes dialogue seem lifelike. For each component 
of creative writing studied, students will compose a 
short story/extract to share with their peers. 

Time to Shine
As part of our Time to Shine programme, English 
Literature & Creative Writing students will create 
an anthology of short works of fiction, which they 
will develop collaboratively as a class. In addition, 
students will participate in an immersive poetry 
workshop at the end of their course, to further 
develop their creative writing ability and confidence 
in spoken performance. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Creative Writing, 
Critical Analysis, 
Independent Study. 

Intermediate  
and above.

English Literature, 
Journalism, 
Advertising, Writing.
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HISTORY OF ART
St Hugh’s

NATURAL SCIENCES 
St Hugh’s

Why Choose History of Art? 
History of Art is the ideal subject for students 
who love art in all its visual media; from painting 
and sculpture, to architecture and design. In this 
communicative and interactive course, students will 
look at trends and movements in the art world and 
understand the significance of these movements as 
both works of art and as products of their political, 
historical and cultural contexts.

From the Renaissance to Modern Art
Throughout the course, students will analyse 
key works in major artistic movements, from the 
early Renaissance period to major contemporary 
movements, including Art Nouveau, Surrealism, 
Modernism and Postmodernism. In doing so, 
students will enrich their knowledge of art’s history, 
build on their understanding of the relationship 
between society and art, and are encouraged to 
discuss and debate their interpretations.

21st Century Skills: Visual Literacy
A vital 21st century skill is the development of 
visual literacy to advance thinking, communication 
and learning. This is central to our History of Art 
course, which educates students on how to identify, 
interpret and understand art in a variety of visual 
forms. Through utilising visual thinking strategies, 
students will develop key critical and analytical 
skills. 

Time to Shine
Our History of Art Time to Shine project requires 
students to research an artistic movement or 
topical issue in greater depth, which they will then 
present in the Time to Shine ceremony. Through 
this engaging, student-centred project, our 
students will improve their method of researching, 
analysing and using evidence, as well as develop 
vital presentation and teamwork skills needed in 
today’s world. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Research Skills, Critical 
& Analytical Thinking, 
Presentations. 

Intermediate  
and above.

Fine Art, History, 
English, Architecture

Why Choose Natural Sciences?
Natural Sciences is the perfect course for any 
students with a passion for understanding how the 
universe works. During the course students will 
focus on three core science subjects: chemistry, 
physics and biology. These subjects are studied 
with the objective of better understanding the laws 
of the physical world around us, giving students the 
flexibility to broaden their understanding of science 
in general.  

A Balanced Approach to the Sciences
Natural Sciences enables students to develop a 
better understanding of the natural world, from 
a variety of perspectives. Chemistry, biology and 
physics are given equal attention during the course, 
so that a balanced understanding of the physical 
universe is created. Through this approach, students 
can explore new areas of science and build on their 
existing scientific skills further. 

Interdisciplinary Learning
As well as developing an appreciation of scientific 
methodology and of how scientific advances are 
made in the 21st century, students will explore a 
number of scientific concepts required to explain 
the natural world, such as the complex dynamic 
system of the Earth’s climate, space exploration and 
medical advancements. In doing so, students will 
improve research, analytical and problem-solving 
skills, from a variety of critical perspectives. 

Time to Shine
We want to ensure students experience both an 
increased understanding of multiple scientific 
disciplines and a newfound confidence in 
articulating their thoughts and findings. To do this, 
our Natural Sciences students will undertake a 
real research project as part of our Time to Shine 
programme and present their scientific findings to 
an audience. 

At a Glance

  
Two weeks.

Analytical Skills, 
Research Skills, 
Analysis,  
Critical Thinking.

Intermediate  
and above.

Physics, Biology, 
Chemistry, 
Mathematics, 
Life Sciences.
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ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS
University Preparation

Study Skills Seminars
Students will attend weekly afternoon seminars that aim 
to develop key study skills required at university level, such 
as academic writing, lecture skills and planning and revision 
strategies for exams. By improving their study skills, students 
can experience higher levels of motivation, build on their 
confidence and, ultimately, strive towards academic excellence.

Guest Lectures
To further enhance our students’ academic experience, we 
invite dynamic and engaging speakers to deliver a series of 
Guest Lectures at the college. As well as broadening their 
education during these lectures, students are provided with 
an authentic university lecture experience and have the 
opportunity to practise the academic listening and notetaking 
skills they have developed during their stay. In previous years 
we have been delighted to welcome historians, story tellers, 
artists and motivational speakers. 

University Applications
All college students will also attend a workshop which 
provides practical advice on how to apply for university in the 
UK. Delivered by expert applications advisors, students will 
learn tips and techniques about the application process, such 
as what makes a good personal statement or what makes a 
successful interview in an academic context. 

Oxford College Summer School  |  19

University Preparation includes a series of study skills seminars and guest lectures, which aim to assist 
students in achieving success in their future academic studies. In addition, students are provided with 
advice and guidance on how to apply to UK universities.
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Expert Thinking & Innovation 
Each elective course has a Time to Shine research and presentation project. Each research project will 
require students to devise and form concise and engaging presentations.  

Communication & Collaboration
All college students will have the opportunity to develop their communication and collaboration skills. By 
working together on projects in their elective subjects, students will learn to collaborate effectively as part 
of a team, which will also increase their spoken confidence and cross-cultural awareness. 

Life & Career Skills
Our Time to Shine lessons also require students to develop skills beyond communication and subject 
knowledge. By conducting their own investigations for each research task, students will develop their 
analytical and critical thinking skills, and also develop their information literacy skills. 

For specific information on the Time to Shine project for each subject, please see the Elective course pages 
(pages 8-17). 
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ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS
Time to Shine

20  |  summerboardingcourses.co.uk

“I enjoyed Time to Shine because of 
the presentations and the team work 
- the possibility to explain our ideas 
with people from all over the world.”

Maciej, Student, Poland At Oxford College Summer School we aim to develop transferable skills that will prepare our students for 
success in their future academic and professional lives. Each student will participate in our Oxford College 
Time to Shine programme and, in doing so, will have the opportunity to develop the following 21st century 
skills: 
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A 21st-century city with history stretching back to 
Roman times, London is the perfect destination for 
students to enjoy a compelling walking tour, to find 
out how the UK’s capital played a significant role in 
the history of their chosen subject.
 
Following this, our college students will have some 
lunch and free time, before participating in an 
academic talk or workshop linked to their chosen 
elective. These afternoon workshops are designed 
to complement what the students have been 
learning at the college.

Previous workshop destinations have included such 
iconic places as the British Library, the Royal College 
of Physicians, Houses of Parliament, Shakespeare’s 
Globe Theatre and the Imperial War Museum.
 
Following their academic workshop students will 
come together to dine out in a central London 
restaurant, the perfect opportunity to socialise and 
discuss the various workshops they’ve attended, 
before travelling back to the college.

ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS
London Academic Excursion

During their stay, students will also spend a full day in London as part of our Academic Programme. Students 
will benefit from both an insightful walking tour of the capital, as well as an academic workshop, that is 
linked closely to their chosen Elective course.
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Wellbeing
A happy and healthy body and mind 
allows our students to perform 
at their best during their studies.  
Our wellbeing programme provides 
opportunities for students to 
relax, be creative and re-energise,  
whilst demonstrating the importance 
of managing social respite alongside 
study or work. 

Wellbeing activities include:

• Recreational sports including 
football, basketball & tennis

• Yoga & mindfulness
• Fitness activities including 

swimming, jogging & aerobics
• Art Workshops such as 

painting, photography & 
sketching

• Nature walks & museum visits
• Reading & conversation clubs

One of the most important things about a summer experience at Oxford College is experiencing what 
life is like as a student in one of the most famous university cities in the world. Our comprehensive Social 
Programme gives our students the opportunity to explore the city, make new friends and have fun. 

Our dedicated and imaginative staff create varied programmes and activities, taking into account the city, 
the Academic Programme and the input of the student council. All of this together ensures that there is 
something for everyone at Oxford College!
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“Amazing, all the friends, 
the excursions and 

everything.”

Mati, Student, 
Argentina

Evenings
In the evenings students can unwind and socialise 
in a relaxed environment. We offer a variety 
of experiences as part of our evening Social 
Programme: 

• Inter-College Competition
• International Night 
• Oxford Photo Challenge 
• Cinema Trip 
• Disco 
• Challenge nights
• Theatre Trip
• Punting in Oxford

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
Wellbeing

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
Evenings
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Every week students will experience an afternoon at 
one of the city’s most popular attractions. Students 
can choose from guided tours of the historic university 
buildings, visiting one of the many famous museums, 
punting on the river Cherwell, relaxing in the beautiful 
botanical gardens or exploring the shopping district 
with its many souvenir shops and the new Westgate 
shopping centre.

In addition, students are provided with some 
structured free time every day, before dinner. During 
this time students can relax in the beautiful grounds 
of Oxford College, explore the university parks or visit 
the local shops and many nearby cafes with their new 
friends.
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“Best few weeks of my life!  
I made many great friends and 

enjoyed every moment with them.  
An unforgettable experience.”

Adam, Student, Cyprus

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
Oxford
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Oxford, The City of Dreaming Spires, is famous around the world for its University and place in history. 
The University of Oxford is ranked number one in the 2018 Times Higher Education the World University 
Rankings and is the oldest university in the English-speaking world. Situated just a short walk from the 
historical city centre, Oxford College is the perfect location to explore the university buildings and all the 
rest the city has to offer.
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Brighton
A trip to the seaside town of Brighton, visiting 
the Royal Pavilion and its museum, as well as 
Brighton pier and the beach, with some free time 
for socialising. 

www.visitbrighton.com

Bristol
There is so much to see and do in Bristol with 
its vibrant waterside, fascinating history and 
fabulous shopping centre. Students will enjoy 
the best of Bristol, including a Banksy street art 
tour and a visit to one of the city’s museums. 

www.visitbristol.co.uk

Cambridge
Spend the day exploring the historic city of 
Cambridge. Students will visit the stunning Kings 
College Chapel, take a guided walking tour of the 
city, then have time for shopping and dinner before 
heading back to the college.

www.visitcambridge.org

Bath
A visit to the wonderful city of Bath with its beautiful 
architecture, fascinating history and great shopping. 
Entrance to the famous Roman Baths is included, 
which provides a unique experience to visit the 
natural hot spring and learn its history, before some 
free time to explore the city with friends.

www.romanbaths.co.uk
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In addition to our varied programme, students will have two whole day excursions per week (excluding the 
departure week when they have one) during their course, to one of the following destinations.

COLLEGE EXCURSIONS
Explore British culture
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London’s diverse cultural energy makes it one of the most international and visited cities in the world, and 
is the perfect addition to any visit to the UK. All Oxford College students will see some of the UK’s most 
iconic landmarks, such as Houses of Parliament, The Shard and Trafalgar Square, and enjoy a popular West 
End Show, with at least one of our full day London excursions. Our London excursions include:

30  |  summerboardingcourses.co.uk

London Greenwich Excursion 
This excursion begins at the centre of the world! Starting at the Zero Degrees line of longitude at Greenwich, 
this excursion brings students close to the financial heart of the city at Canary Wharf and provides panoramic 
views of London. Students will learn about London’s great maritime history during a visit to the Royal Maritime 
Museum. After a picnic lunch in the beautiful riverside park, students will take a leisurely cruise along the 
Thames to the very heart of London, taking in some of its major sights. After time for shopping and exploring,  
students will enjoy dinner in a London restaurant before a visit to London’s famous West End, to see one of the 
captivating performances.

London Knightsbridge Excursion 
Our ‘London Knightsbridge Excursion’ begins with a morning at the beautiful Kew Gardens, where they can 
explore the world’s most famous botanical gardens and visit the iconic glasshouses, historic buildings and rare 
and beautiful plants. Students will then visit one of London’s fascinating museums, such as the Natural History 
Museum which contains world-famous exhibitions including over 300 dinosaur skeletons, or the Victoria & Albert 
Museum, which is the world’s greatest art and design museum. After the museum, students will have time to 
shop in the Royal Borough of Knightsbridge, the home of Harrods. Following dinner in a London restaurant, the 
day is then topped off with a visit to experience the unique atmosphere of London’s famous West End, and see a 
spectacular show.  

LONDON EXCURSIONS
Visit the capital city
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Set in memorable locations and with the whole college looking their best, our graduation evening is a highlight 
of any stay at Oxford College. Students who are finishing their course will be presented with their Certificate of 
Achievement and College Report, and awards will also be presented for special achievements. For those students 
who are staying for longer, it is a great opportunity to congratulate their friends and celebrate all of the special 
memories that they have created during their time with us at the college.  
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FORMAL GRADUATION
Celebrate your achievements

At the end of each stay we have a Formal Dinner and Graduation Ceremony to celebrate the achievements 
of our students. This is a fantastic opportunity to look back on the successes of the course, both academic 
and social, and the successes that are sure to come in the future. 
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ACCOMMODATION
St Hugh’s or Wycliffe Hall

St Hugh’s

• Single or Twin Rooms
• Wifi
• Meals On-Site
• Laundry Provided 

St Hugh’s is a constituent college of the University of Oxford, 
founded in 1886 and is the largest of our college campuses. 
The college is famed for its extensive gardens, and is located 
in North Oxford, a 15 minute walk from the centre of the city.

Wycliffe Hall

• Single, twin and two triple rooms
• Wifi
• Meals On-Site
• Laundry Provided

Wycliffe Hall is a permanent private hall of the University of 
Oxford, founded in 1877. The college is our most central 
private location, offering students a warm welcome only  
a 10 minute walk from the centre of Oxford.

All of our students at Oxford College Summer School will have the opportunity to live and study in the 
heart of the city, similar to an authentic UK university experience. Students will reside at one of two historic 
University of Oxford campuses: St Hugh’s or Wycliffe Hall.

Both our colleges provide comfortable, traditional university accommodation. There are separate  
boarding areas for male and female students and all accommodation consists of either single or twin study 
bedrooms. The accommodation facilities are ideal for students aged 15 to 17, who will be able to spend time 
together in the relaxed communal areas that create a welcoming social environment for them.
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“As a parent, I was very satisfied 
with the safety measures that were 
taken to ensure the wellbeing of my 

child. I also enjoyed the SBC blog and 
instagram where I could see more of 

my daugther´s experiences.”

Erika, Parent, Slovakia

Oxford College Summer School is operated by Summer Boarding Courses Ltd who will handle all payments and enquiries. Summer Boarding Courses Ltd is an 
organisation which contracts with St Hugh’s and Wycliffe Hall for the use of the facilities, but has no formal connection with the University of Oxford.

Grounds at Wycliffe Hall Dining at St Hugh’s
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Student Support Managers
Student Support Managers are the main point of contact at head office and work closely with the team at the 
college to ensure students have the very best experience at Oxford College Summer School. Our Student Support 
Managers have a wealth of experience in customer service and strive to provide expert care and support to all 
our parents and students.

Summer School Managers
Working together, all our Managers ensure that every aspect of the college runs smoothly, safely and offers every 
student the chance to participate fully. Each area of the college, whether it be academic, social or welfare, is 
overseen by a dedicated manager to ensure a programme of the highest quality is provided. 

Tutors
All classes are taught by our experienced Tutors, who are all professionally qualified to British Council standards 
and are passionate about the subjects they teach. Tutors also assist with the Social and Excursion Programmes, as 
well as ensuring the general welfare of the students throughout their stay.

College Mentors
Our College Mentors are key members of Oxford College staff who support and assist students throughout their 
stay. Our team of College Mentors organise the college’s social events and excursions, as well as accompanying 
students into Oxford and during day trips. They are approachable and caring, providing pastoral care and ensuring 
that all students make the most of their time at Oxford College Summer School.

Studying away from home can be exciting and 
daunting, and students will face new experiences 
socially and academically. We are there to support 
students every step of the way and Oxford College 
Summer School offers a safe and secure environment 
for students to study and relax in.  

We have 1 member of staff to every 6 students and 
our dedicated staff team are available 24 hours a day 
to assist with any needs that they might have during 
their stay with us.

The balance of support, supervision and mentoring 
from our staff ensures that all college students make 
the most of their summer college experience. 

We pride ourselves on offering the best possible 
support to students, confirmed by an official Area 
of Strength in The Care of Under 18’s, and Care of 
Students by the British Council accreditation scheme. 
Summer Boarding Courses is committed to the 
safeguarding and protection of all students in our care.

SUPPORTING YOU
Your welfare

OUR STAFF
The college team
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TRAVEL TO THE COLLEGE
How to find us

HOW TO APPLY
Our booking process

Transfers
We offer an Airport Transfer Service to and from 
Heathrow Airport and Oxford College Summer School 
on the published arrival and departure dates. On the 
arrival day, coaches will leave Heathrow regularly 
for flights arriving between 9.00 and 16.00. For 
departure, the coach transfer service is suitable for 
flights departing Heathrow between 10.30 and 17.00.  
If you are unsure whether your flight times fit with our 
coach times, please do not hesitate to contact us for 
advice.
 
On arrival at Heathrow Airport, all students are met 
by a member of SBC staff who will be wearing a 
bright yellow SBC t-shirt. Similarly when departing 
from Heathrow Airport our staff will accompany all 
students and assist with the check-in procedure at the 
airport. Please contact us for a Taxi Transfer quotation 
and further information if you are considering arriving 
or departing from another airport. The deadline for 
booking a transfer is the 19th June, unfortunately a 
transfer may not be guaranteed after this date.

Welcome Club
Students using our Coach Transfer Service will be 
met in the main arrivals terminal at the airport and 
be accompanied to Welcome Club. Welcome Club is 
located at one of the airport hotels, away from the 
main terminal buildings where students are able to 
have some refreshments, relax and meet some of 
the other new students before taking the next Coach 
Transfer to their Oxford College campus.

Parent Transfer
Parents or guardians are also welcome to accompany 
students to the college and collect them themselves. 
Set arrival and pick up times are published in the 
welcome pack, which is sent out to all students after 
booking.

Please note that students who are not using our 
Airport Transfer Service must be accompanied to  
the college by a parent or guardian on their arrival day 
and collected by a named person on their departure 
day.

Birmingham

Manchester

Leeds

OXFORD
 Heathrow

Southampton

Students’ travel to and from England must be booked and paid for independently. Once your booking with 
us has been confirmed, we will ask you to provide us with your travel information as early as possible. This 
is very important so that we can arrange airport transfers if required.

Preparation for Summer
Our Student Support Managers are on hand 
to answer any queries you may have about the 
summer, from questions about the college, 
travel to the UK, hotel recommendations  
to Visa applications and much more.  
We will also stay in regular contact to 
ensure that we have all the information  
we require from you.

Payment of Fees
A deposit of £500 is required to secure your 
booking. The remaining balance must be paid 
by 14th May 2018. Any bookings made after 
14th May must be paid in full at the time of 
booking (upon receipt of invoice). Please see 
the booking form for details of how to pay.

Confirmation of Place
Upon receipt of your completed booking 
form, Summer Boarding Courses Ltd will 
send you confirmation of your place, 
alongside an invoice and an Oxford College 
Summer School welcome pack.

Application Form
We recommend booking early to avoid 
disappointment, as there are a limited 
number of places at Oxford College 
Summer School and we may be full by April.  
Booking can be made online on our website -  
www.summerboardingcourses.co.uk/
make-a-booking. Once your form has been 
received, we will be in touch to confirm  
your booking.

The Oxford College Summer School is operated by Summer Boarding Courses Ltd who will handle all payments and enquiries. Summer Boarding Courses Ltd  
is an organisation which contracts with St Hugh’s and Wycliffe Hall for the use of the facilities, but has no formal connection with the University of Oxford.
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Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/summerboardingcourses

Follow us on Instagram
@summerboardingcourses

S U M M E R B O A R D I N G C O U R S E S . C O . U K

+ 4 4  ( 0 ) 1 9 4 3  8 7 8  5 1 8

I N F O @ S U M M E R B O A R D I N G C O U R S E S . C O . U K

Summer Boarding Courses is part of the Dukes Education 
Group, who provide high quality education and admissions 
guidance for students of all ages. Dukes support students 
from all over the world develop their academic excellence 
and gain entrance to leading British independent schools 
and top UK and US universities. 

Visit us on www.dukeseducation.com


